
 

Physics GCSE 
Topic: Forces 
(Notes)



Q1) What are solar quantities? 

A1) Solar quantities are those quantities that are completely described by their magnitude 
and units. 


e.g. Mass, Time, Length, Speed.


Q2) What is not required in a solar quantity? 

A2) Direction is not required. 


e.g. 


                    2 Seconds





Q3) What are vector quantities? 

A3) Vector quantities are those quantities that have magnitude, units and directions.


e.g. Force, Weight, Velocity, Acceleration, Displacement.


             2 newton   acting    downward





Magnitude      Units  

Magnitude          units              direction



Q4) What is a Force? 

A4) Force is a push or pull.


- Units of force are Newtons (N).

- Sir Isaac Newton discovered force.


A Force can:

- Change shape of an object (twist, thin, squeeze)

- Change speed of object (slow down/ speed up)


Different types of force are:

- Braking force

- Gravitational force

- Force of friction

- Driving force

- Resultant force


Q5) What is a resultant force? 

A5) The net or overall force acting on an object.


Q6) How to calculate resultant force if forces act in same direction? 

A6)








F1 = 2N F2 = 10N

F2  + F1

 = 2 + 10 = 12N



Q7) How to calculate resultant force if forces act in opposite direction? 

A7) 








Q8) What happens to an object if resultant force becomes zero? 

A8) Object remains stationary and does not move.











Q9) What is friction? 

A9) A force that slows down objects.


F1 = 2N F2 = 10N

F2  - F1

 = 10 - 2 = 8N

F1 = 10N F2 = 10N

F2  - F1

 = 10 - 10 = 0N



Q10) Which surfaces have more friction and which ones have less friction? 

A10) Rough surface = more friction


        Smooth surface = less friction








* Weight is always equal to upward reaction which is why objects remain on the ground 
and not sink in.


Newtons first law of motion:


- A body will remain at rest/ stationary unless acted by same unbalanced external force. 
A body will continue moving unless and until there is an unbalanced external force 
stopping it.


Newtons second law of motion:


- Force is directly proportional to acceleration. 


If force increases, acceleration of a car increases. If driving force decreases, the 
acceleration will decrease.


Force = mass x acceleration


    F    =    m    x   a


Newtons third las of motion:


Action and reaction forces are equal but opposite in direction.


Friction

Weight

Driving force

Air resistance
Reaction



Q11) How is friction caused? 

A11) Due to interlocking between rough surfaces.


Q12) What is use of friction? 

A12) Friction produces heat. Motion/ movement is possible due to friction.


Q13) What is weight? 

A13) The pull of gravity on an object.


* Weight is directly proportional to gravity.


- If gravity increases, weight increases.


- If gravity decreases, weight decreases.


* This is why we weigh more on earth and less on moon, because gravity of earth is more 
and gravity on moon is less.


Weight  =  mass   x   gravity


    W      =   m       x       g


Q14) What is mass? 

A14) Amount of matter packed in a body.


- Mass is measured in grams/ kilograms.


- Mass always remains same no matter what you take it.


